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Steven 

I am tall and athletic. I play basketball and soccer. I have short brown hair and hazel eyes. My friends 

say I’m friendly and nice. I am very open. I love discussing interesting ideas and meeting new friends. 

Julia 

I am small but I am strong! Sometimes I am shy around people I don’t know. With my friends and family 

I am very outgoing. My mom says I have a pretty smile. I also have long, curly blonde hair. My favorite 

color is blue. I am always optimistic and youthful. 

Claudia 

Claudia is special! I like her spontaneous nature. She is young, exuberant, and lively. She is slim and 

active; she loves to run. She often wears colorful clothes. She has a creative mind; her friends love her 

passionate outlook on life.  

Walter 

Walter has bright blue eyes. He is well built. He has a dark complexion and black, wavy hair. He is 

focused and driven; definitely not lazy. He is also very patient. He works long hours, but never gets 

bored at his job. He leads an interesting life and wants to be successful. 

 

Age Height Body Hair Skin Eyes Personality Other 
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Here is a list of adjectives and their opposites: 

good / bad   fat / skinny  happy / sad 

smart / stupid – dumb fast / slow  funny / serious 

strong / weak   young  / old  patient / impatient 

beautiful / ugly  rich / poor  exciting / boring 

big / small – little  hot / cold  loud / quiet  

tall / short   clean / dirty  interesting / dull 

polite / rude   excited / calm  easy / hard 

soft / hard   far / close  nice / mean 

Write the adjective that is opposite of the person in the pictures: 

___________   ______________ 

___________   ______________ 

___________   ______________ 
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Find the intruder: 

1. small / tall / patient / thick 

2.  funny / boring / lively / clever 

3.  lazy / active / optimistic / lively 

4. clever / beautiful / intelligent / stupid 

 

Write one description about someone in the following pictures: 

__________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________ 
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Listen to the song and write in the adjectives when you hear them in the blanks: 

Well, she was an ______________________ girl, 

Raised on promises 

She couldn’t help thinking that there was a little more to life 

Somewhere else 

After all it was a great ___________ world 

With lots of places to run to  

And if she had to die 

Tryin’, she 

Had one __________________ promise she was gonna keep 

 

Oh yeah, alright, 

Take it _________________, baby 

Make it last all night 

She was an American girl. 

 

Well, it was kind of _____________ that night, 

She stood _______________ on the balcony 

Yeah, she could hear the cars roll by, 

Out on four forty one like 

Waves crashing on the beach, 

And for one desperate moment there 

He crept back in her memory 

God, it’s so painful when something that’s so close 

Is still so __________________ out of reach 

 

     Tom Petty, “American Girl” 


